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1 .0  I n tr o d u c t io n

The fundamental elements of a UDl system can be summarized as follows:

• Development of a standardized system of Unique Device Identifiers (UDls)

• Placement of UDI in human readable and Auto Identification Data Capture (AIDC) 
formats/forms on package labels and in some cases, on the device itself

• Submission of core UDl data elements to a Unique Device Identification Database (UDID)

• Setting of appropriate transitional and implementation arrangements to ensure a smooth 
UDI implementation.

Benefits of UDl strongly rely on effective integration of the UDl to support various regulatory 
activities during the lifecycle of medical devices' and uptake of UDl across the whole healthcare 
sector.

Those benefits are more likely be achieved when the UDl is recorded in real world electronic 
health systems (e.g. electronic health records (EIIRs), device registries, material management 
systems, and reimbursement data) and used as part of real world evidence to improve clinical and 
regulatory decision making.

Figure 1. Using UDl to link data across separate healthcare systems

Using UDI-DI and UDI-PI 
to link data across separate systems
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Figure 1 provides a very high-level perspective of healthcare systems that could benefit from the 
integration of UDI-DI and UDI-PI. Across those systems, the UDI-DIs and UDI-Pls as well as 
data from UDIDs are used to link device identification data across separated systems and to use 
the results of that linkage to improve the quality of healthcare delivery or healthcare research or 
market surveillance. A learning UDI system means that the improvements experienced by those 
systems, as described above, inform and improve future manufacturers ‘activities.

2 .0  S c o p e

The purpose of this document is to provide some general system requirements related to use of 
UDI in healthcare including selected use cases demonstrating how recording UDI combined with 
pulling data from UDID is used to auto-populate information into forms/electronic information.

3 .0  R e fe r e n c e s

• IMDRF/UDI WG/N7 Final; 2013 - UDI Guidance: Unique Device Identification (UDI) of 
Medical Devices

• IMDRF/UDI WG/N48 Final: 2019- Unique Device Identification system (UDI system) 
Application Guide

• IMDRF/UDI WG/N53 Final: 2019 - Use of UDI Data Elements across different IMDRF 
Jurisdictions

4 .0  D e f in it io n s

See Section 3.0 of the IMDRF UDI Application Guide (UDI WG(PD1)/N48).

5 .0  G e n e r a l S y s te m  R e q u ir e m e n ts  fo r  R e c o r d in g  th e  U D I

For comprehensive information about the UDI system and UDI carrier requirements, the reader 
should refer to IMDRF/UDI WG/N7 Final: 2013 - UDI Guidance: Unique Device Identification 
(UDI) of Medical Devices and IMDRF/UDI WG/N48 Final: 2019IMDRF UDI Application Guide 
(UDI WG(PDI)/N48) - Unique Device Identification system (UDI system) Application Guide.

The following are recommended general system requirements to utilise the UDI available at the 
point of care and transmit the UDI across health systems:

• The system should be able to capture the data in the UDI Carrier. The system should be 
able to recognize and parse the UDI into its device identifier (UDI-DI) and production 
identifiers (UDI-PIs) (i.e., lot or batch, serial number, expiration date, manufacturing date, 
distinct identification code). If the level of device identification detail required is limited 
to the model/version of the device and not the specific product, then only the UDI-DI 
should be recorded.



The system should be able to capture all formats of the UDI as established by accredited 
issuing agencies/entities. See issuing agency/entity format descriptions (see Appendix A 
in UDI Applieation Guide Document)

The system should be able to capture and save the UDI, the UDI-DI and all the UDI-PIs in 
distinct fields. This requirement is applicable to both electronic capture and exchange as 
well as for paper forms.

The system should be able to use the UDl-DI as a real-time look-up to the appropriate 
UDID, verifying that the UDI-DI exists in the local UDID and/or in the UDIDs of other 
jurisdictions.

-  If the AIDC portion is available, the expectation is that the UDI be recorded by 
scanning the machine-readable portion of the UDI.

- If the UDI is received from an external system, then both the full UDI and UDI 
components should be populated into designated UDI, UDI-DI and separate UDI-PI 
fields, as available.

-  If the UDI cannot be scanned electronically, then the data as viewed on label (e.g. (01), 
(10), +/ etc.) should be manually recorded into the system

If the system captures the full UDI, it should be able to parse out the following identifiers 
from the UDI:

-  UDI-DI

-  The following identifiers that compose the UDI-PI, if applicable:

■ The lot or batch within which a device was manufactured;
■ The serial number of a specific device;
■ The expiration date of a specific device;
■ The date a specific device was manufactured; and
■ Others, if defined by respective regulations.

Software should be provided to assist in parsing the UDI and using the UDI-DI to pull data 
from a UDID2

The system should be able to:

- store the UDI-DI and UDI-PI excluding the qualifiers (e.g., (01), +, =/, etc.)

-  pull and auto-populate relevant UDID attributes in the UDID record based upon the 
purpose and field requirements of the source database.

Example of a parser that pulls data from a UDID is available at: 
https://accessgudid.nlm.nih.uov/resources/develoDcrs/device lookup aoi



-  display, report and sort the UDI-DI, the relevant UDI-Pl, and other data pulled from 
UDID.

6 .0  E x a m p le s  o f  r e c o r d in g  U D I  in  h e a lth c a r e

The goal of the UDI system is to replace recording of unstructured device identification 
information with the recording of the UDI parsed components (UDI-DI and elements of UDI-PI) 
and the pulling of data elements from UDID. At the point of care, this device data should be 
recorded as part of the full set of data recorded in health records.

Each example represents a current real world capture of UDI in different health care applications. 
The examples should not be considered exhaustive. Their purpose is to show that the method used 
for recording UDI would be similar across various use cases.

6.1. Use Case 1 — Recording of UDT data in electronic health records

This use case is intended to show how the UDI data elements identified in Section 5.0 would be 
captured in a patient’s electronic record in cases where a UDI is scannable and where it is not (2 
options described) and utilized together with other patient and healthcare provider related 
information. Examples of some different options are provided hereafter.
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Recording UDI when UDI is notscannable (Option 1)
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6.2. Use Case 2 -  Adverse Event Reporting: US FDA Medical Product Safety 
Network (MedSun)^

The MedSun program provides a web interface for member hospitals to report adverse events. The 
following lists the high level programming steps used to complete the structured form.

1. Record and parse the UDI

a. Scan or manually record UDI found on label of device

AM
U n iq u e  D e v ic e  Id e n t i f ie r  (U D I ) :  О  comment

-|■M722C 1S169C 1502SO/$S.204162Q02Q21672654564564^ P a r58 UDI into Ш япН Pi

Add

T y p e  Of d e v ic e :  Ш  

[infusion Device - Infusion pump

b. Use software to parse the UDI into UDI-DI + UDI-Pls, and use the UDI-DI as a 
key to pull data from AccessGUDID record'* * (the publicly available version of U.S. 
FDA UDID) and automatically populate the corresponding MedSun report.

DEVICE: ClearRead +Detect (M722C15169C150280) 
DEVICE DESCRIPTION: ClearRead +Detect on Connect Platform

У«йШ£Ми 5о,тал«,в»й«еш
these s rs  dev ice  f ie lds a va ilab le  InGUDID. P lease se lect a ll l ie ld s y o ii w ont to import into MedSun 

DEVICE IDENTIFIER (Dl) INFORMATION

Stand tJame. ClestRead •Detect

Version Of Model- 5.2.3

H  Cunip^iy Marne Rnerain Technologies. U.C

PARSED UDI INFORMATION

13 aiicceJdenUOeL M7??C15169C150280

f f i  te l Number 0202l6726W 664564X

H E x p D e ie  04/lb-2020

DEVICE TYPE 0

Select Device Type

Analyzei.Uedical Image

Subnvt Cancel

NOTE: MedSun does not display all elements available in an AccessGUDID record. 
MedSun only extracts the elements from AccessGUDID that are captured in MedSun.

 ̂ US FDA MedSun website. https://www.fda.^ov/MedicalDevices/Safetv/MedSunMedicalProductSafetvNetwork/ 
Last accessed 10/02/2019.

* US National Library of Medicine AccessGUDID website. httDs://access2udid.nlm.nih.Pov/ T .act 
15/02/2019. ---------------- —̂
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6.3. Use Case 3 -Medical Device Registry: Society for Vascular Surgery Vascular 
Quality Initiative (VQI)^

VQI offers three ways to enter stents/stent graft data:

• Product number or Catalog Number

• Manufacturer

• UDI-DI

VQI uses the UDI-DI as a means to identify products at the model/company level. A user can 
enter the initial letters of a product number or catalog number and see the relationship between the 
product number or catalog number and the UDI-DI as listed below.

1
Treatment Т̂ т:>е Stent Graft

Product Number or 01 ]vBC|

GUDiD  Length

Manufacturer V B C 05 020 2  01 :00733132614387 

Type ; V B C 0 5 0 5 Q2 01 :00733132614394  

GUDiD  Diameter V B C 05 100 2  01 :00733132614400  

V B C 05 150 2  01 :00733132614417  

V 8 C 06 020 2  01 :00733132614424  

VB C 060501  01:00733132614431  

V B C 06 050 2  01 :00733132614448  

VBC061Q 01 01 :00733132614455  

V B C 06 100 2  01 :00733132614462  

VB C061501  01 :00733132614479

The VQI auto-populates data from AccessGUDID into appropriate fields (manufacturer, type, 
size) by using the UDI-DI to return data from AccessGUDID.

Society of Vascular Surgery Vascular Quality Initiative Website, https://www.vqi.onz/. Last accessed 
14/02/2019.



Device 1
Treatment Type Stent Graft Q

Praduct Number or DI VBC050502  01:00733132614394 

Manufactuiw W. L. Gore &  Associates. Inc.

Type GORE VIABAHN Endoprosthesis 

GUD iD  Diameter 5 M illimeter Q

GUDID Length 5 Centimeter Q

В
В

VQT also offers options for selecting from a list of available devices based upon data in 
AccessGUDlD. VQl’s use case demonstrates that there is value to linking the UDl-DI to existing 
product numbers or catalog numbers during the current transition period.


